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Tim Berners-Lee, Kurt Gödel, and Alan Turing are the pivotal pioneers who opened the door to the Information Revolution, beginning with the introduction of the computer in the 1950s and continuing today with the World Wide Web evolving into a resource with intelligent features and capabilities.
    Taking the main questions posed by these thinkers—"What is decidable?" by Gödel, "What is machine intelligence?" by Turing, and "What is solvable on the Web?" by Berners-Lee—as jumping-off points, Thinking on the Web offers an incisive guide to just how much "intelligence" can be projected onto the Web.    

    Presenting Web intelligence from both philosophical and applied perspectives, Thinking on the Web explores the next generation of Web architecture, the Semantic Web, and takes a realistic look at the Artificial Intelligence (AI) capabilities resulting from this new layer of machine processing. It is divided into two sections, the first addressing Web intelligence and the second Web logic and language. The book builds from commonsense, real-world examples to some of the most cutting-edge issues surrounding the next generation of Web capabilities, including:     

	Knowledge representation     
	Computational complexity     
	Semantic Web capabilities and limitations     
	Web Ontology Languages (OWL)     
	Semantic search     


    Throughout the book, a series of vignettes highlight important issues underpinning the Information Revolution, thereby mirroring the authors' attention to both the abstract and practical questions posed by a "thinking" Web. A unique guide to the next frontier of computing, Thinking on the Web offers both tech-savvy readers and serious computer science students a stimulating and practical view towards a smarter Web.     

       About the Author
   H. Peter Alesso is an Internet innovator with twenty years' research experience at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). As engineering group leader at LLNL, he led a team of computer scientists and engineers in a wide range of Internet research projects.    

    

    Craig F. Smith is a Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) with over thirty years' experience in research and development for applications of advanced technologies. He currently serves as the Lawrence Livermore Chair Professor at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California.       
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Contemporary MarketingCengage Learning, 2011

	CONTEMPORARY MARKETING 15E has proven to be the premier teaching and learning solution for principles of marketing courses. This bestseller only grows stronger with each groundbreaking new edition, building on past milestones with exciting new innovations. The all-new Fifteenth Edition continues the tradition of delivering the most...
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The Silver Bull Market: Investing in the Other GoldJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	From one of the world's most respected authorities on precious metals investment--a thoroughly researched volume on the investment prospects for silver, the other gold.

	

	  After outperforming virtually all other investments for more than a decade, gold is being reincorporated into the financial...
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Bioinformatics for Geneticists (Hierarchical Exotoxicology Mini Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2003
Bioinformatics for Geneticists describes a step by step approach to key bioinformatics and genetic analysis procedures, based upon practical experience gained after many years of direct bioinformatics support for laboratory geneticists. It features detailed case studies of problems and analytical approaches that are specific to the needs...
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Timing for AnimationFocal Press, 2002
Learn all the tips and tricks of the trade from the professionals. How should the drawings be arranged in relation to each other? How many are needed? How much space should be left between one group of drawings and the next? How long should each drawing, or group of drawings, remain on the screen to give the maximum dramatic effect? The art of...
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Essential .NET, Volume I: The Common Language RuntimeAddison Wesley, 2002
 "Don taught me stuff I didn't know about my own product! And I bet he'll teach you something, too."
—From the Foreword by James Miller, Lead Program Manager, Common Language Runtime, Microsoft Corporation

Essential .NET, Volume 1, provides everything developers need to take full...
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Trustworthy Systems Through Quantitative Software EngineeringJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A benchmark text on software development and quantitative software engineering
"We all trust software. All too frequently, this trust is misplaced. Larry Bernstein has created and applied quantitative techniques to develop trustworthy software systems. He and C. M. Yuhas have organized this quantitative experience into a book of great...
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